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Lack of Adequate Water Supply and
Water Infrastructure

is a Regional, State and National Issue
• Forney Lake WSC and 

RCH WSC have enacted 
a total ban on outside 
watering.

• The City of Rockwall and 
the City of Forney have 
enacted restrictions that 
limit watering to twice a 
week (similar to the 
Heath Stage 1 
restrictions).
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North Texas 
Municipal Water 
District (NTMWD) 
System

NTMWD owns and operates:
• Six water treatment plants.
• 610+ miles of water transmission pipelines
• 18 Major Pump Stations (raw and treated water)
• Two major water supply sources owned and 

operated by the NTMWD, Bois D’ Arc Lake and 
East Fork Reuse Project.

NTMWD also has water rights and draws major 
supplies from four COE operated lakes. Lake Lavon, 
Texoma, Chapman (Cooper) and Tawakoni.

NTMWD does not draw from Lake Ray Hubbard! 3



Water Supply: NTMWD and City of Rockwall
• NTMWD supplies water to 2 million residents, a number 

expected to grow to 3.7 million residents in the next 50 years.

We are all competing for the same water. Very few close economical sources remain to be tapped.
 Bottom line: water will become more expensive and its use more restricted. 4



North Texas 
Municipal Water 
District (NTMWD) 
System

NTMWD service 
population is more than 
2-million and is 
increasing by
55,000 per year.

Population of Rockwall County January 1, 2022, was 120,000
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Existing Heath Water Supply
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• City of Heath is an indirect customer city of the NTMWD 
system, since Heath does not have a direct connection to the 
NTMWD water transmission system, nor does Heath have a 
water supply contract with the NTMWD.

• The City of Heath receives all of its water from the City of 
Rockwall at a single location. At this location Rockwall also 
receives a portion of its water from the NTMWD. This 
NTMWD delivery point is known as Rockwall No. 2.

• At present the City of Rockwall, RCH WSC, Blacklands WSC 
and the City of Heath all received water from NTMWD 
delivery point Rockwall No. 2.

• For Heath, RCH and Blacklands this is the exclusive water 
source.



Supply Contracts and Commitments:

• The City of Heath water supply contract with the City of Rockwall expired 
without renewal October 27, 2021. The expired contract commits Rockwall to 
supply up to 5.5 million gallons per day (MGD), with conditions. 

• Email from the City of Rockwall Director of Public Works on 7-18-2022 
increased this amount to 6.0 MGD.

• Heath Transfer Pumps lockout further transfer when the amount pumped from 
Rockwall exceeds 6.0 MGD in any 24-hour period. Heath is limited to a 
maximum of 6-MGD for the foreseeable future. Lacking a contract with 
Rockwall, this amount may decrease.

• A letter was sent June 21, 2022, from the City of Rockwall legal counsel to City 
of Heath legal counsel asked Heath to “…start investigating options for 
direct delivery from NTMWD.” 
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Supply Contracts and Commitments:
• Phone conversations with NTMWD staff on June 31st indicated NTMWD ability to supply 

Rockwall No. 2 delivery point is “somewhat constrained, especially in the near term.”
• Aretha Adams, Heath City Manager appealed to the City of Rockwall this past week for 

additional supply capacity above the 6.0-MGD limit imposed during the summer of 2022. 
Rockwall checked with the NTMWD and the appeal was denied due to NTMWD supply 
constraints to delivery point Rockwall No. 2. Rockwall relayed information that the NTMWD 
was pumping 20-MGD to Rockwall No. 2, but this was not sustainable, and the NTMWD would 
need to reduce the supply to 15 to 18-MGD in the next few days.

• Earlier conversations with City of Rockwall staff indicated that the NTMWD did intend on 
making limited improvements to supply to the Rockwall No. 2 delivery point sometime in 2025 
to bring total maximum capacity to an estimated 22-MGD. Beyond 2025 Rockwall staff is not 
aware of any additional NTMWD system improvement that would increase the supply to 
Rockwall beyond 22-MGD.

• Maximum capacity does not imply sustainable output. Other system dynamics could and will 
likely constrain sustained supply levels below these maximum values.
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Supply Contracts and Commitments:
• Rockwall’s demand is increasing as predicted by 2.5% per year primarily due to additional 

development.

• A 2018 Water Study Evaluation by FMI projected Heath’s demand to increase by 4.5% per 
year. We are trending below that projection at approximately 3% per year. However, we 
are taking over some RCH meters on Rabbit Ridge and one other location (about 20-
meters).

• NTMWD struggled to meet Rockwall’s demand (including customer cities) the summer of 
2022. Some of the NTMWD supply issues during 2022 stem from unscheduled plant 
shutdowns that restricted their water treatment plant output. This caused system wide 
issues and made NTMWD supply barely adequate to meet Rockwall’s demand (including 
Heath, RCH and Blacklands). Rockwall’s contract limit with RCH is approximately 2.1-
MGD; however, at times RCH demand has significantly exceeded this amount (high of 3.0-
MGD in July 2022). Blackland’s demand has stayed within their contract amount 
(approximately 1-MGD). In addition, Blackland in is working with NTMWD for a direct 
connection that should come online in 2024.
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Stages of Water Restrictions
• Stage 1 Initiation: City water usage exceeds 

75% (4.5-MGD) of the daily water supply limit 
for two days in a seven-day period.

   Twice a week irrigation or sprinkler use.

• Stage 2 Initiation: City water usage exceeds 
90% (5.4-MGD) of the daily water supply limit 
for two days in a seven-day period.

   Once a week irrigation or sprinkler use.

• Stage 3 Initiation: City water usage exceeds 
95% (5.7-MGD) of the daily water supply limit 
for two days in a seven-day period, or any set 
of conditions where it appears that the City 
water demand will exceed the ability of City 
water system or water supply.
Once every other week irrigation or sprinkler 
use.
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Stage 3
Optional Restrictions

• The City Manager has authority to limit all customers to a maximum 
daily water usage regardless of historical water usage.  Customers 
exceeding this maximum daily water usage limit shall be in violation of 
the Plans. If a customer has more than one water meter serving a lot 
or tract of land the combined usage of all water meters for the lot or 
tract shall be used to determine the customer's usage limit.

• The City Manager has authority to initiate load sheading of non-critical 
water demand (such as irrigation meters) to prevent loss of pressure in 
the City water system below the mandatory 20 pounds per square inch 
(psi).

• The City Manager has authority to prohibit water use for construction 
purposes and may declare a moratorium on all grass or landscape 
planting until Stage 3 is terminated.

• The City Manager has the authority to double the water rates for all 
Usage Rate tiers for usages over 50,000 gallons a month.
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Loss of System Pressure
Consequences
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• Federal and State regulations require issuing of boil water 
notices if the water system falls below 20-psi.

• Will require closure of all businesses and facilities that 
require clean water to maintain sanitary health conditions 
(restaurants, schools, spas, health care, portions of grocery 
stores, etc.)



Summer Water Use
Lawn and Landscaping Irrigation 

• During the winter Heath’s water use is between 0.5-MGD and 1.5-MGD. This 
can be considered Heath’s base water demand for bathing, cooking, laundry 
and other essential domestic uses.

• The difference between this water base demand and summer peak demand is 
almost completely due to lawn and landscaping irrigation.

• Without restrictions peak water demand rises to over 7.0-MGD during the 
summer.

• Analysis of other uses (such as construction, pool filling, water main flushing, 
etc..) shows these uses contribute less than 1% of City water demand.

Lawn and Landscaping Irrigation is almost exclusively 
the driver of summer peak water demand.
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What Can the Public and HOA’s Do?
• Stay informed on City and Regional Water Issues. City webpage 

https://www.heathtx.com/water-wise/ has lots of information.
• Homeowners and HOA’s can transition to drought tolerant (Xeriscaping) 

planting materials to reduce irrigation water demand. This has the added 
benefits of lower water bills and reducing risk of landscaping loss during 
times of extended water restrictions. There are numerous resources for this 
type of transition.

• Homeowners and HOA’s are encouraged to do annual maintenance on all 
irrigation systems to ensure there are no leaks or damaged heads. Upgrade 
controllers with required rain sensors and other advanced features to 
minimize water use. Know how to program your irrigation controller.

• HOA’s can change landscaping restrictions to encourage drought tolerant 
(Xeriscaping) planting materials. State law states that HOA’s (Texas 
Property Code, Section 202.007(a) may not prohibit “using drought-resistant 
landscaping or water conserving turf.”

• Do not plant or install sod from May through September. This timeframe is 
generally when water restrictions will be in place. 
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Can the City Stop Additional Building By 
Enacting a Moratorium?

• A building moratorium has been discussed in detail at several 
City Council meetings. The state of Texas has strong property 
rights and development vesting laws that protect builders from 
such a moratorium if a final plat has been approved by City 
Council.

• There are several hundred new lots in development with 
approved final plats that are legally entitled to building permits.

• Staff is working to bring to City Council a landscaping ordinance 
that would require the installation of drought tolerant landscaping 
and turf and encourage Xeriscaping to minimize irrigation water 
demand from future construction.
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Alternate Water Supply Study
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1. Evaluate all alternate sources of potable water supply including, direct NTMWD connection, and 
supply from other neighboring cities/entities including Forney, Terrell, Dallas, FLWSC, etc…
a. Study for these alternate sources of potable water should evaluate potential pipeline routes, 

difficulty in obtaining easements for transmission mains, outline processes each entity would 
require to obtain water.

b. Study should also examine and evaluate relative political issues, permitting and administrative 
issues and their impact on obtaining an alternative water supply.

c. Study should analysis current and future water rates, contract minimums and demand charges, 
availability, O&M costs, CIP costs, operational flexibility and redundancy.

d. Impacts of a second source of water to the City Water System Master Plan and Water CIP.

2. Evaluate all alternate sources of non-potable water that could be used as part of a separate 
raw/reuse distribution system that could supply all or part of the City for irrigation purposes only. 
These options should include wells, raw water from Lake Ray Hubbard, raw water from the NTMWD 
line.

3. Examine and develop interlocal agreements (ILA) and emergency operations procedures for 
temporary emergency connections with adjacent water suppliers for a short-term emergency water 
supply.

4. Evaluate the impact of implementing landscaping and irrigation regulations and develop a model 
landscaping and irrigation ordinance for the City to adopt for all future development to limit the impact 
of development and redevelopment on adding additional irrigation demand to the City of Heath water 
system.



Questions
and

Discussion
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